Abstract
Introduction
When considering embedded MultiProcessor Systemson-Chip new challenges arise for temperature management. These systems are subjected to temperature unbalancing and heat flow problems [10, 12] . Thus, solutions for early stages of design flows have been recently proposed [11] . However, these static approaches cannot handle heterogeneous application scenarios targeted by embedded MPSoCs with multimedia applications [15, 1, 2] .
On the other side, these systems offer new degrees of freedom to implement runtime temperature control strategies based on frequency allocation of each core or workload migration [13, 9] . However, despite the large number of thermal-aware policies proposed so far, there is lack of understanding on how these policies can be implemented and supported inside a real MPSoC. Several questions are open concerning how to place temperature sensors, distribute their information and implement decision policies.
In this work we address these issues by presenting a temperature-management hardware infrastructure that exploits the NoC to propagate temperature-related information collected by distributed thermal sensors. This information is conveyed to a centralized Thermal Management Unit (TMU) that dynamically configures the frequencies and voltages of Processing Elements (PE) depending on the application requirements using dedicated core clock managers. The built infrastructure is flexible and scalable for many-core systems, exploiting NoC's features. We used XPipesCompiler [3] as a NoC technology and we enhanced its design and synthesis tools to include the temperature management support inside the design flow. In particular, the NoC design environment exploits the existing Network Interfaces (NIs) to transmit the temperature messages as short control messages in the interconnection infrastructure, which results in a negligible bandwidth overhead to implement thermal control. We experimentally validate the effectiveness of the proposed infrastructure for thermal control using a Xilinx Virtex-V FPGA-based thermal emulation environment of a 4-core industrial MPSoC and implementing several Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) policies, based on run-time monitoring provided by the NoC about the intercommunication activities of the processing cores of the MPSoC, and off-line characterization of the application behavior a parallel version of real-life multimedia video benchmark. Our results show a much better thermal balancing behavior of the 4-core MPSoC (reductions of almost 10 degrees on average temperature) using the proposed global NoC-based thermal control infrastructure in comparisons to local DVFS thermal control techniques applied on the processing cores. Moreover, we enhance the performance of the MPSoC by approximately 40%, while respecting the temperature constraints provided by the lowcost packaging of the original MPSoC, as well as achieving almost 45% energy savings with respect to local DVFS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-tion 2 we summarize related work in the area of thermal management and NoC design. In Section 3 we describe the NoC-based thermal control infrastructure proposed in this work and its design flow. Then, in Section 4 we present different thermal control policies that exploit the proposed NoC-based thermal monitoring infrastructure. Next, in Section 5 we describe the experimental framework and results that validate our approach by emulating the thermal behavior of a real-life 4-core MPSoC. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our conclusions.
Related work
Temperature control has been an important issue since the last two decades especially for high-end systems. Given the raise of importance of early thermal analysis, various thermal model for systems-on-chip have been developed [16, 12] . Also finite element [8] and Green-function [17] based algorithms have been applied for on-chip thermal analysis. All these models can be used at design time to study better placements of components and sizing of cooling elements. In our case, we use the model presented in [5] to accurately estimate the run-time temperature using FPGA MPSoC emulation, which enables a fast thermal emulation for long transient intervals, as MPSoC require.
Based on the previous thermal modeling tools, Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM) techniques have been suggested for processors using architectural adaptation, DVFS, task and activity migration and profiling-based techniques. In [12] , it is proposed to use formal feedback control theory as a way to implement adaptive techniques in the processor architecture. Also, [4] performs extensive studies on empirical DTM techniques when the power consumption of a processor crosses a predetermined threshold (i.e. 24W). In [13] it is presented an approach that uses profiling to predict the theoretical highest performance within a thermally-safe DVFS configuration for multimedia workloads. We use this technique as part of the basic DTM approach we propose for NoC-based thermal control (Section 4).
Other solutions have been proposed with the scope of reducing temperature difference within the chip through activity migration [9] , that is aimed at reducing peak temperature by moving computation between replicated units. Thermal-aware design for NoC-based architectures have also being recently proposed. In [10] an algorithm for the optimal placement of on-chip components is proposed for achieving thermal balancing while minimizing communication cost. This work is complementary to our approach, and can be applied in early phases of the design when the floorplan of the final chip can be modified, while our approach deals with run-time thermal control.
Finally, NoCs are envisioned as the future on-chip interconnect since they can overcome the scalability bottleneck present in traditional bus interconnects in the MP- SoC domain, and several NoC topology proposals and interfaces have been proposed at different levels of abstraction [3] according to different application requirements. Recent works [11, 10] outline the benefits of using NoCs to control the power consumption or temperatures in SoCs. They rely on local information and exploit power-related messages transmitted using the on-chip network. In our approach we extend these ideas by integrating the global thermal management aspect as basic part of NoC design. Thus, the NoC acts as an active element that dynamically monitors the communication of the processing blocks and provides proactive thermal control of the MPSoC.
NoC-based MPSoC Thermal Control
As depicted in Figure 1 , our proposed MPSoC including the NoC-based thermal control infrastructure consists of six different components: (i) Processing Elements (PEs), (ii) On-chip memories, (iii) a regular or custom NoC, (iv) Thermal Sensors or TSs associated to PEs, (v) a global Thermal Management Unit (TMU), and (vi) a set of DVFS units.
The PEs and the memories are the basic components in regular NoC-based MPSoCs already designed for a given application. The TSs can provide the temperature of a PE to the TMU through control packets injected in the regular NIs associated to each PE. Then, the TMU is an element that first collects all the temperatures provided by the TSs of the system, and then communicates with the DVFS unit/s in order to set the frequency of the PEs of the system according to a certain global DVFS strategy. Since the MPSoC is networked, the TMU can be localized at any unit of the underlying NoC, such as an NI or a switch. Then, the TMU executes a thermal policy based on manual optimization, which has been defined at compile-time according to the possible workloads of the working environment where the NoC-based SoC will be used (see Section 4 for more details). Knowing what the distribution of the temperatures on the die is, and knowing what the workload of each processor is, it can setup the voltage and the frequency of each component in order to guarantee that a user-defined temperature threshold is not exceed and improving thermal balancing (see Section 4 for more details).
In this design, we have associated our TSs with PEs because our first goal is to control the temperature of PEs, but associating TSs to other components of the SoC would be also feasible. We also do not restrict ourselves to single TS per component. In fact, our proposed infrastructure can include several TSs per NI, in case a finer granularity on the thermal distribution is required. Finally, We attach our TSs around the cores because it enables keeping the complexity of the NoC design flow (see Section 3.1), as we do not need to add any channels to the NoC or increase the number of inputs/outputs of regular switches. Indeed the scalability of NoCs applies to our NoC-based thermal control infrastructure, since we do not add any extra design complexity or restrictions to the design of the NoC itself.
NoC Design Flow for Thermal Control
In this section we overview the design flow for NoCbased MPSoCs with thermal management support. Our methodology relies on SunFloor [14] and XPipesCompiler [3] to automatically generate the basic NoC topology without thermal control. Nevertheless, our approach is general and can be combined with any other state-of-the-art NoC design flow.
During the first phase of our design flow, once the NoC interconnect has been defined for the final MPSoC platform, we include our thermal management components. The first element to add is the TMU. This component can be located in any position of the NoC topology as long as it can communicate to every node (memories, PEs) of the MPSoC, where thermal control has to be applied. In our designs, the TMU unit is placed using a dedicated switch and NI, where the conflicts with incoming outgoing traffic to any other MPSoC nodes are minimized. Also, the TMU includes a dual master/slave NI to be able to access the TS as a processing element, and to receive the replies in the slave interface, and non-acknowledged write responses are used to make this communication of thermal information as fast as possible. Then, the TMU uses its master interface to send requests to set the frequencies of PEs to the DVFS units, which use a slave interface. Thus, using this master/slave scheme less than 3% of bandwidth is utilized for transmitting thermal control packets (see Section 5) .
Then, the DVFS unit must be inserted in the MPSoC. Our design can support several DVFS units; thus, each DVFS unit can generate the value for one or several PEs. On the one hand, when having only one DVFS unit which drives all the PEs of the MPSoC (as in [2] ), the most suitable location to place it is on the same NoC switch as the TMU. Hence, preference (i.e., the shortest possible latency) is given to the intercommunication channel between the TMU and the DVFS unit. On the other hand,when there is one DVFS unit per PE (e.g., [1, 7] ), each DVFS unit is connected to the same switch used in the original NoC topol- In this case, each DVFS unit should be placed in the switch that minimizes the distance to all the PEs it controls. Thus, the length of clock signals on the final die are as low as possible, which reduces in turn the chances of clock skews in the final MPSoC. In this case, the inclusion of DVFS units in the SunFloor [14] design tool has been done as slave devices, since they do not require to initiate any transaction, but just receiving the requests coming from the TMU.
In the final phase of the thermal control integration process, the basic NIs are reused for thermal monitoring by including a new input port to read the current temperature of the PE coming from the TS attached to it, which is sent to the TMU unit when this unit demands it, typically in the order of milliseconds (see Section 5).
NoC-Based Thermal Management Policies
We have implemented support in the TMU for several thermal management policies to validate the proposed NoCbased thermal control infrastructure. In general, many MPSoCs are designed to run a limited set of applications, depending on the targeted application domain. As an example, in [14] , the authors show that the NoCs for industrial MPSoC designs typically support several use-cases or applications. For such MPSoCs, the workload of the system is well characterized for each of the application. Thus, using the specific processing and idle times of multimedia benchmarks (see Section 5.2 for more details), we have computed the maximum operating frequencies that needs to be supported by the processors for an application, so that the workload constraints are satisfied. However, this precomputed values do not imply that the systems is thermally optimal. Thus, we include the execution precharacterization of the applications in our TMU, such that, it can provide the support for application-level DVFS to achieve an efficient design that satisfies the thermal constraints at run-time.
To validate the functionality of our thermal control sys-tem, we have implemented three policies into the TMU for a 4-core MPSoC case study, according to different types of active NoC monitoring support of the basic MPSoC. The behavior of these policies is incremental, namely, the second includes the behavior of the first and so on. Thus, we can observe how system thermal control is enhanced when adding more local and global knowledge about the current temperature and monitoring of the transactions of the PEs in the policy implemented. In all these cases the multiprocessor system can operate at four different frequencies and voltages for each processor, namely, 500MHz, 250MHz, 125MHz and 62.5MHz, according to the figures found in the ARM 9 processing cores [7] used in our modeled 4-core MPSoC. Using simply these four operation points from the hardware management viewpoint, different DVFSbased thermal control policies can be designed to make the system more stable from a thermal viewpoint, enabling less abrupt thermal oscillations (i.e., less thermal gradients and hot-spots), by partially characterizing off-line the specific performance constraints of the set of multimedia benchmarks to be executed, similar to [13] .
3-Threshold DVFS based on local temperature (DVFS Local):
This is an instance of the most frequently implemented policy nowadays for hardware-based thermal management in MPSoCs, where the temperature information from each PE, monitored by its respective TS, is used to provide input to a local thermal control algorithm. To keep the MPSoC temperature below a thermal run-away threshold, once the temperature of the system passes a certain temperature threshold, this policy switches gradually between different lower DVFS operation points (to prevent large DVFS changes) to reduce the temperature of a PE. Once the temperature has come down to a safe threshold, the PE start increasing their frequency of operation. In our 4-core MPSoC case study, we use three thresholds to obtain four different thermal control regions to decrease the temperature after reaching the critical rising temperature threshold, as depicted in Figure 2 .
3-Threshold DVFS based on local temperature and local transactions monitoring (DVFS and local communication):
Besides the local temperature of the processor, as in the previous policy, this thermal management policy decides the DVFS operation point by also taking into consideration the number of outstanding transactions with the local memory of the processor. In fact, this additional information is used to understand the switch between the waiting and execution phases of the PEs in the parallel implementation of the multimedia embedded systems under execution, if a processor is not performing transactions in a certain time-out period (i.e., 10 msecs in our experiments), we assume that the processor will not make any transaction in a significant lapse of time, and its frequency is reduced to the minimum operating point (62.5MHz). On the other hand, as soon as the active NoC observes any new transaction started from that PE, the TMU starts increasing the frequency as in the previous policy. This adaptation of the frequency to the new application phase is very fast, and only requires few clock cycles, and no real performance penalty is observed in the final MPSoC.
3-Threshold DVFS with global temperature analysis and workload predictor (DVFS and global workload predictor):
This thermal control policy enhances the previous one by including additional global information of the multimedia application under study, which is monitored at the NoC level, as an attempt to evaluate what would be the maximum potential benefit for thermal control that can be achieved by using global run-time system behavior monitoring, achieved by the proposed active NoC infrastructure. Due to the partial regularity of the video processing of the considered multimedia application (see Section 5.2), PE-1 determines the slowest execution bound, and from a thermal balancing viewpoint, it is better to run the cores at the lowest frequency possible to finish its processing when it needs to be regrouped for the final output by PE-1, instead of finishing the computation of a certain PE at a higher DVFS operation point and then remain idle. Second this policy adapts the DVFS operation point for each PE according to a predicted time estimating when PE-1 will start collecting the data of each of the other cores in each iteration of the application under study.
Experimental Setup
In order to validate our NoC-based thermal control infrastructure, we have emulated a real-life 4-core ARM9 MPSoC design (see Figure 3 ) with low-cost plastic packaging (typical of embedded multimedia MPSoC platforms) using an FPGA-based thermal emulation platform, inspired from the structure presented in [5] .
The multi-task MPSoC application used to test our NoCbased thermal control infrastructure was the Visual Tex-
Figure 4. MPSoC Thermal Emulation Setup
ture Coding (VTC) software, which is used in the MPEG-4 standard [6] to compress the texture information in photorealistic 3D models. As the texture in a 3D model is similar to a still picture, the application can also be used for compression of still images. It is based on the discrete wavelet transform, scalar quantization, zero-tree coding and arithmetic coding. Its software realization requires around 10K lines of C++ code. In particular, we used a parallel implementation of this benchmark based on multiple complex 32x32 bi-dimensional multiplications divided into 4 processors, 8 rows per processor, between matching windows of two consecutive frames.
Thermal Emulation Flow
We show in Figure 4 an overview of the instantiation of the thermal emulation environment implemented onto a Xilinx Virtex-V FPGA for the 4-core MPSoC. The instantiation of our emulation environment is created in three steps. First, we define the hardware part of the MPSoC emulator. It implies synthesizing the NoC topology, assembling the basic components (PEs, memories, etc.) of the emulated MPSoC and adding the TMU and the DVFS unit. We plugged our TSs on the same NI of the PEs through a shared port, as explained in Section 3.1. Our TSs are implemented as registers, which can be written by the emulation control processor and can be read by the TMU through NoC transaction requests as a master.
Second, we compile and download the software application that has to be executed by the PEs (Section 5.2). Then, to update the temperature in the TS at run-time, we used the model described in [5] , which relates the temperature of the PEs and the memories by monitoring the traffic generated or received by each element of the MPSoC. To this end, we installed hardware sniffers for the PEs. These sniffers report energy consumption values of basic MPSoC components that are then analyzed by a host workstation (see Figure 4) connected to the FPGA emulation framework through a serial port. The external workstation computes then the temperature of the different parts of the MPSoC at run-time, according to the model given in [5] , and the emulation con- Figure 5 . System temperature for each policy trol processor takes care of updating the temperature in the TSs at run-time. Then, when the update of the temperature in the TSs is performed, the emulation control processor freezes the emulation by applying a global clock gating to the complete MPSoC. This FPGA-based MPSoC emulation framework allows us to instantiate and perform long thermal behavior explorations of MPSoCs very fast with respect to HDL simulators, as shown in [5] Finally, in the third step we define in the TMU the thermal management policy to evaluated. Instead of developing a hard-coded TMU, we have used a standard soft-core processor provided by the Xilinx Virtex-V FPGA (i.e., a MicroBlaze) to implement the policies presented in Section 4 in a faster way. Since these policies are emulated as software in our MPSoC emulation environment, it is highly configurable and can easily evaluate variations of very complex thermal control algorithms.
Experimental Results
From our experiments we first report the run-time thermal evolution of the MPSoC case study while executing multiple instances of the parallel VTC software application. As shown in Figure 5 , the two thermal control schemes with active NoC monitoring using the global TMU achieve a much smoother transition in temperature variations on the die with respect to hardware-based local DVFS policies, which in turn produces a much better thermal balancing effect in the MPSoC, i.e., the temperature is stabilized in regular working conditions to approximately 328-degree Kelvin. Hence, the active NoC achieves an average working temperature reduction in the 4-core MPSoC of 10 degrees on average in comparison to local DVFS, which subsequently improves system reliability, as this factor decreases exponentially with working temperature [12] .
In addition, thanks to the more balanced thermal behavior achieved by the active NoC with global TMU, the MPSoC does not make frequent transitions between extreme DVFS working points (500MHz and 62.5MHz), conversely to the local DVFS thermal control policy. Therefore, as shown Figure 6 , the 4-core MPSoC experiences considerable energy consumption savings (almost 50%) using the NoC-based thermal control infrastructure with respect to the local DVFS thermal control. Also, the MPSoC achives a higher overall performance level (i.e., 40%).
Finally, we report in Figure 7 the percentage of energy consumed by the active NoC infrastructure with respect to the basic NoC interconnect using three 5x5 switches for the 4-core MPSoC ( Figure 3 ). As Figure 7 shows, the active NoC with a global TMU only generates a negligible 2% energy overhead with respect to the basic NoC. This is due to the fact that the thermal control messages generated by the active NoC require a very limited NoC bandwidth, because the thermal dynamics of the material are quite slow (in the order of milliseconds) with respect to the volume and frequency of regular interconnect messages of the basic MPSoC components. Hence, the thermal information used by the TMU to make its thermal control decisions, as well as the thermal control messages sent by the TMUs to the PEs, can be included in the existing NoC bandwidth of the basic NoC design, as described in Section 3.1. These results illustrate the applicability of our active NoC-based infrastructure for thermal control of MPSoC architectures.
Conclusions
Due to the improvements in process technology, MPSoC architectures are a promising solution to provide the required performance of latest multimedia applications. However, process technology scaling imposes important temperature stress in circuit design due to increasing power density. In this paper we have presented a thermal management hardware infrastructure that exploits the concept of an active NoC interconnect to monitor the communication activity and temperature evolution of basic MPSoC components (processors, memories, etc.) and includes a centralized TMU that provides global DVFS-based thermal control policies. This proposed design flow and active NoC implementation reuses the existing NIs to transmit the temperature messages, as short control messages, in the in- terconnection infrastructure, which results in a negligible bandwidth overhead to implement thermal control. Our experimental results emulating a 4-core industrial MPSoC have shown that this approach achieves more than 10 degrees reduction on average working temperature than multithreshold-based local DVFS thermal control. Moreover, as a consequence of the better thermal control, the MPSoC performance improves by almost 40%, while respecting the temperature constraints, and more than 45% energy savings are achieved.
